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From Barb
2020! I think it needs a few more exclamation marks!!!!!!! But we’ve made it to the finish line.

2020 : Term 4

At Bridgey we have missed so many of the things we value, especially our parent community.
We have learnt to ‘pivot’ and change everything we are doing with almost no notice and no
training. One minute we are teaching face to face, next we are online, then restrictions are
over and we are back in the classroom with ‘health settings’ to manage.
The Bridgey staff have achieved way above expectations. Not a complaint. They have given
everything their all, put personal risk aside, sacrificed their own family interactions to ensure
your children, their colleagues and this community are as safe as can be. They just got on with
the job. I am grateful to be working with such professionals, and I’m sure you join me in
wishing them a safe, happy and restful break.

We loudly applaud all of you who have been essential workers on the front line throughout the
year. It hasn’t been easy but we are fortunate to still be one the safest spots on the planet.
It’s that time of year when we farewell our graduates and families who are moving on. We
wish them every happiness and success. We’ve also had a chance to meet our new
Receptions and we can’t wait for them to be with us next year.
Let’s hope 2021 brings us new energy, new opportunities and NO COVID!
Happy holidays! Enjoy your wonderful children and we will see you on the other side.

Jenna had her baby!
Margot Tassone joined us at 1:53pm on
Sunday 22nd November 2020!
She’s 3.5kg and 49.5cm long!
A lot chubbier than her excited big brother!!

Congratulations
MacKenzie (S1)
and Kate (S1)
have both won an
art prize as part
of the
Josh Teague Art
Competition.
Well done girls!

Our local history is part of the
Australian HASS Curriculum.
In S4, we were fortunate to
have a contribution from the Guthrie
family.
Adia’s very clever Grandma
made these beautiful outfits
based on the fashion
from the 1830’s.
Don’t the girls look gorgeous?!

All the kids gathered in the amphitheatre to surprise
Barb by singing ‘Happy Birthday’ to her.

Social Learning S6
with Louise

Part of Studio 6’s Social Learning Programme with me [Louise] this year has been ‘What’s
the Buzz?’ written by Mark Le Messurier and Madhavi Nawana Parker.
There are stories about Archie that deal with getting along with each other and nurturing
friendships. In one lesson I had stopped reading a story about Archie midway and asked the
children to dramatise in small groups the story so far, and show what they thought Archie
should do to cope with teasing.
Each group shared their roleplay and we were delighted to find that all agreed on a first
response - an ‘I statement’ letting the children teasing know that Archie did not like their
behaviour and wanted it to stop. These children were showing understanding of ways of
self-managing problems before seeking adult help if needed.
When we finished the story to see what Archie had done and discovered it was not Archie’s
first response, we chose to share with Mark and Madhavi. We wrote to them telling them
what we thought was great about their programme by writing and drawing our good ideas.
We had a reply!!!
Mark wrote back - “Thank you for sharing your work with me – it’s brilliant! Your work and
drawings made me feel so happy, because it’s important to practice how to handle tricky
feelings and tough spots, so when they happen in real life, you can deal with them so much
better. I’m so proud of you all!”

Artwork by Studio 2 - Based on Book Week Short listed book ‘Wilam ABirrarung Story’

artists in Studio 8.

Beautiful flower collages made by the budding young

Studio 1 art work based on Book Week shortlisted book ‘Hello Light House’ by Sophie Blackall

HASS
(Humanities and Social Science - with Louise)

What a Thinking Challenge for S4!
Ponder this question…
What do you think has happened in the past, that has importance now and will have importance in the
future?

The world has had pandemics in the past like the Spanish flu and we
eventually got through them and it is the same with COVID-19. We may have
another pandemic in the future but let’s focus on getting through this one
first.
Denham

Corona virus has spread all over and that people have been doing the right
thing but some aren’t. So people should remember how strong and tough it
has been and try their best to help each other when something is wrong.
Louise

The pandemic was called Covid-19. It is a deadly virus that has killed over
500,000 people and most people are in lock down right now. It has been
going on for over 3 months straight and is still going. In future we should be
careful because the virus might come back again.
Nari

I think that the diaries of the COVID-19 will come in handy for future HASS
learners to know what happened in the pandemic of COVID-19.
Jarvis

The corona virus is going on right now. The Spanish flu happened about
100 years ago. It was a sad moment because many people died. We
should respect the ones that died and the ones that live another day.
Poppy

When the white people took over the aboriginal land – in the future
it’ll be important so we can fix it and give something back to make
it fair.
Nathan

The corona virus has had an impact in the past because recently Victoria
had a lot of cases, and it might have an impact in the future because it
might keep on going for another year.
Hugo

The mummy statue of an aboriginal because it shows people how sad it
was for the mums that looked after their kids and the kids looked sad not
just to the mums. If you imagine it for me it would be scary. I think it will be
important in the future because it shows it is not nice to do that to the kids.
Reconciliation Week because it is important to respect the Aboriginal
people and it also reminds people to respect them if they forget.
Ella

Dealing with Frustration

Understanding and managing frustration
Anu is solving a math problem. She has been trying for the past one hour. Suddenly, she scribbles her
notebook and starts screaming, "I’m bad at math. I can’t do this!”

The emotion Anu is feeling is called frustration. She is feeling stuck and is unable to move out from it.
What is going on in Anu’s mind?
While she is saying the above things, what she is really thinking is this:




I’m frustrated.
I feel bad that I made a mistake.
I’m scared I won’t be able to figure this out.

In short, the frustration has resulted in a power struggle and inferiority complex.
Isn’t it the same as anger?
Anger is a result of a threat. However, frustration happens when children are unable to do something.
Simply stated It’s a feeling of being “stuck”. Frustration can lead to anger and not the other way
around.

What else can frustration look like?
In some cases, it is difficult to pinpoint frustration. A child may say the following things continuously:




Nobody wants to play with me. I don’t know why.
No matter how hard I try, I can’t do math
I can’t do this.

Or do the following things:




Resist trying new tasks
Be constantly irritated
Become passive aggressive

What can it lead to?




Children may find it hard to focus on things, as they carry frustration of one task to another.
If not managed, it can lead to loss of sleep and appetite.
Ongoing frustration can also lead to anger outbursts or tantrums.

So, how can we help children deal with frustration?
Acknowledge and talk:
The first step is to help the child name the emotion. Doing so removes uncertainty and helps the child
normalize the feeling. When a child says I can’t do this. Instead of replying “You got this, go for
it!” say “but….” and talk about the times they have been able to do the same. This cuts down the
negative self-talk and encourages a child to find positive evidence.

Declutter:
Take a blank piece of paper and just start writing. Don't think, start writing whatever thoughts are coming
into your mind. After 25 minutes, keep the paper away. Don't re-read this. Sometimes our brains are filled
with so many thoughts that it becomes overloaded and leads to frustration. Decluttering as the name
suggests helps the brain unload. If the child is too young to write, encourage drawing or scribbling.

Crying it out:
Crying literally helps in dealing with frustration. Holding our tears back isn't something to be proud of. No
matter what gender you identify with, there is no shame in crying.

A long hug:
Sometimes a child doesn't want to say or hear anything. Just sit next to the child or give them a long hug
to let them know you understand them.
‘Today was a Difficult Day,” said Pooh.
“Do you want to talk about it?” asked Piglet.
“No,” said Pooh after a bit. “No, I don’t think I do.”
“That’s okay,” said Piglet, and he came and sat beside his friend…
Piglet continued, “Difficult Days are so much easier when you know you’ve got some there for you. And I’ll always be here for you, Pooh.”
And as Pooh sat there, working through in his head his Difficult Day, while the solid, reliable Piglet sat next to him quietly, swinging his little legs…
he thought that his best friend had never been more right.”
A.A. Milne

Find the root cause:
If the child is willing to talk, try to find the root cause. It can be because of an inferiority complex, trouble
managing big feelings, or pent up anger. Ask them “How can you try this a different way?” or “What part
isn’t making sense yet?”

Strength in vulnerability:
Let the child know it's okay to ask for help. Talking about things can make them feel better even if they
are not looking for a solution to it. It simply helps the heart feel lighter.

Humour:
Humour is a great way to prevent frustration before it gets out of hand. If it's because of a puzzle which a
child cannot solve, just laugh and say there should be a magic mantra to solve it. The child might giggle
and resettle to being okay again.
Remember, children are exploring and learning new things every day. It’s okay to feel frustrated at times
and feel like giving up.
We as adults can help them believe in themselves and just keep swimming.
https://itsnotachildplay.substack.com/p/dealing-with-frustration?
r=1g3qd&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=email&utm_source=copy&fbclid=IwAR2miI4MvVxQhJ4_3BbA-mGCjZ3VTHtlTWw79o7RwTXXbWNS-wxdaj4l-A

YEAR 6 & 7 AQUATICS DAY

The state came out of lock down
just in time for an action
packed day.
Aquatics Day was brilliant!
We squeezed four big activities
into the day and had perfect
weather for it.

Congratulations to our 2020 Graduates.
Wishing you all the best in your future endeavours.
From BPS Staff

Warrior Robots in S9
With a motor, battery and anything they could find, the students built ‘unbalanced’ Worrier Robots.
Being unbalanced, they vibrated and moved. Worriers battled in an arena to push each other out.
The students then
reviewed their
Warrior Robot and
made improvements
to fight again!

Final Assembly Recap 2020
Hosted by Studio 9
Welcome to a rare assembly in 2020. What a year! We would have loved to have the place full of
parents but COVID-19 has once again put a stop to that.
Yungalya. Let’s begin by acknowledging the original custodians of this land, the Peramangk people,
whose land we meet on today and pay our respect to their elders past, present and emerging.
Our lives have been turned upside down somewhat this year and things we have always done and
enjoyed have changed forever. The safety and security of normality has been eroded. It can be hard
to know what is around the corner and daily life feels harder, and sometimes scarier, than it should be
and used to be. We can take strength from the resilience of the Peramangk, and all Indigenous
Australians, who have had their world turned upside down a number of times in the past. We can follow
the example of Peramnagk elder and close friend of Bridgewater Primary, Ivan Tiwu-Copely, who
reaches out to everyone that shares this land and asks us to walk together through challenges, to
respect each other and our environment, and to move forward with hope, understanding and unity.
Nukkan ya.

We’d now like to acknowledge and celebrate a few big successes by students this year.
You’ve heard how great Izzy B. is playing the piano (Izzy played an intro earlier) so you won’t be
surprised to hear she was selected to be part of the State Student Orchestra! But she wasn’t the only
one! Evie was selected too! Evie is an amazing violin player.
To add to the musical talent at Bridgey;
Alec, Andrew and Milla all successfully
auditioned for the South Australian Public
Primary Schools Choir.
We have a few sporting stars we’d like to
celebrate too.
Josh V. was selected to be part of the Hills
District Soccer team.
Maddie was selected in the Hills District
softball and netball team.
But she wasn’t the only one! Evie was selected in the netball team too!

We have a bit of a special surprise now… Louise, can you please join us on stage? (She does,
reluctantly!)
People often say “It’s a small world” when they realise they have come across the same person in
unexpected places. When I found out I (Jonah) was going to be teaching at Bridgey seven years ago, I
excitedly told a relative I’d got the job. She said “It’s a small world, I have a good friend who works

there.” My relative has been teaching forever and has met hundreds of teachers in her time. She said to
me her friend at Bridgey was the “Best teacher she has ever worked with.”
She was, of course, talking about Louise and it didn’t take long to see why she held Louise in such high
regard!
After a few years working together I was talking with Louise and happened to mention the primary school
I went to. When I was your age I went to Coorara Primary School. It’s a school down south right on the
edge of Morphett Vale. It was surrounded by paddocks which are now covered in houses. I was a shy,
skinny kid who tried to keep quiet and go unnoticed if I could. One of the teachers at Coorara at the
same time as me, we soon discovered, was Louise! “It’s a small world” I remember saying.
Louise didn’t teach my class, but I wish she had. Because
when I’ve seen Louise teach I’ve seen her do amazing things.
I’ve seen her students learn so much in all the key subjects
we teach at school. And I’ve seen them learn about how to
be better people and be better friends and to work together
to build communities in better ways. We are all better for
sharing our school with Louise.
I wish that shy, skinny kid I was had had a teacher like Louise,
because Louise lets no kid go unnoticed and makes a safe
and supportive space for their voices to be heard.
So, it might be a small world, but, Louise, what you do in the
classroom makes that world full of huge possibilities for every student you teach. We are here today to
celebrate the fact you’ve been doing that for 50 years!
Thank you and congratulations Louise. Please join me in a round of applause for a wonderful person and
teacher.

The Tina Wake Award is given to a Year 7 student who has served the school and community by showing
commitment, participation, responsibility and reliability.
The winner must demonstrate graduate qualities of being kind, hard-working, empathetic and agile in
their thinking. They must also have shown quality, improvement, productivity and engagement in their
learning.
The winner will have their name engraved forever on a shield and will also get a prize of a behind the
scenes experience at the Adelaide Zoo.
The award is named after someone who showed all the attributes we look for in an award winner.
Tina Wake is a legend of Bridgewater Primary School. She did so much for our school community over
many, many years working in the front office. She
is such a special person and we are delighted to
present the third ever winner of the Tina Wake
Award to…
Isabelle O!
As there was only a point in it - we have two
runners-up who will receive a ‘Tree Climb’ in the
city to celebrate their achievement…
Izzy B. and Edie

Congratulations!

Final Assembly 2020 continued...
Please come to the stage Year 7 graduates (and obviously they do…).
What a strange and challenging year this has been. Your last year of primary school is supposed to be
memorable but not in the way 2020 has been!
This group of graduating year 7s deserve a lot of credit for how they have conducted themselves through
a tough year. They’ve had a lot of the fun stuff,
in and out of school, cancelled. They’ve had to
deal with the usual pressures of high school
approaching, on top of getting through difficult
times because of the pandemic.
We can be so proud of them for their strength,
resilience, good humour and hard work through
it all.
This group of year 7s really show the graduate
qualities we all strive to develop and instil in our
students from the moment they walk through
the school gate on day one.
We are ever so proud of you and we wish you
all the very best for the future. We have no doubt you will go on to do
great things with your lives.
As is tradition, we’d like to invite Studio 7 to present our senior students
with a graduation bear which they can collect signatures on and keep
as a reminder of their time at Bridgey.
Please give a huge round of applause to congratulate our graduating
year 7s!

We would also like to acknowledge the children who will be leaving Bridgewater Primary School at the end of this
year:
Brielle (S2) and Micaiah (S4) - we wish you and your family all the best in
your future endeavour, stay safe.
Rose (S1) and Henry (S3) - All the best to you and your family as you move
interstate.
Harper (S1) - Harper will be attending Mitcham Girls next year in Year 6 - all
the best Harper.
Kate (S1) - Kate is also heading to Micham Girls as a year 6 - good luck and
go well.

The Studio 7 reindeers (red-noses and all) sang a beautiful rendition of ‘Jingle Bells’.

Studio 2 entertained
the audience with
dance movements
and highlighted
their unique talents
to a Christmas
medley.
Choreographed (of
course) by the
Dancing Queen, Liz.

While Studio 4
proudly showed
us their Passion
Posters.
Great work S4!

Thanks
Heathfield High School
and the
‘Pathways to Construction’ team!

This term, we were fortunate to
have the Pathways to Construction
class from Heathfield High School
come to Bridgey Primary to build
some mini decks and new turnover
bars in our playground area.

The installation happened over
a couple weeks and was
watched with much
anticipation during recess and
lunch times, until finally the
flagging came down and there
was a stampede of students
keen to test out the new
equipment.

We look forward to possibly having them back next year to build some more play equipment for us!

REMEMBERANCE DAY
The whole school
gathered at the flags
for a minutes silence
on 11th of November.
LEST WE FORGET

This year the ASO took us on a journey around Australia with Grace and her family in ’Are We There Yet?”
We read the story and learned about the history and geography of Australia as we practised the
songs. We sang with whales, visited sacred sites at Uluru, swam with dolphins, hiked through rainforests,
and built mermaids on the beach while the musicians performed for us.

Term 4 Gardening with Kerrie
At Bridgey we like to care for
areas of local significance.
Here are Studio 2 students at the
Bridgewater WW1 Memorial
about to get into some weeding,
pruning and mulching in
preparation for Remembrance
Day.
We removed a lot of seeding
grass and African Weed Orchid
(an invasive species).

Cheryl and Studio 8 students
getting ready to make a giant
compost lasagne!
We had many different
materials including mulch,
straw, chopped plants (thanks
to S9), water, fertiliser, rotting
wood and also strips of
newspaper as "cheese".
We took turns layering all the
different materials and watering
them well until we had a huge
pile - the worms will be sooo
happy!

Studio 3 has been monitoring
the progress of their
strawberry patch - each
student has a strawberry
plant that they planted last
term.
This term we mulched them
with pine needles we
gathered and also netted
them to keep out the birds.
It has been fun watching our
plants grow and especially
rewarding to eat the sweet,
juicy berries!

This term several classes have enjoyed a team building play session in our fantastic sandpit and water
play area - the theme has been "Dinosaur Island".
Focusing on working together, we first clean and tidy the area, we then build a giant hill with a large
moat all the way around. Then students in small groups receive a dinosaur toy and some branches,
leaves, sticks and wood to create a habitat for their dinosaur.
Finally after a tension building countdown, the huge flood is released and we watch to see if our
habitats survive.
Introducing our second, even larger ‘Loch Ness Monster’
(below left) which mysteriously appeared during the last
holidays.
It is already fulfilling it's duties of patrolling around the boat,
carrying children on it's back and keeping ‘Loch Nessy No 1’
company.

Students from Studio 7 working on their fine motor skills with our plaiting ribbons activity.

with a second one occurring during
adolescence. At the start of these periods,
the number of connections (synapses)
between brain cells (neurons) doubles. Twoyear-olds have twice as many synapses as
adults. Because these connections between
brain cells are where learning occurs, twice
as many synapses enable the brain to learn
faster than at any other time of life.
Therefore, children’s experiences in this
phase have lasting effects on their
development.

Why Ages 2-7 Matter So Much for
Brain Development
Rich experiences—from play to the arts and
relationships—fundamentally shape a young
child’s development.
By Rishi Sriram
June 24, 2020
When Albert Einstein was a child, few
people—if any—anticipated the remarkable
contributions he would make to science. His
language development was delayed,
worrying his parents to the point of consulting
a doctor. His sister once confessed that
Einstein “had such difficulty with language
that those around him feared he would never
learn.” How did this child go from potential
developmental delays to becoming, well,
Einstein?
Part of the answer to that question is
symbolized in two gifts that Einstein received
from each of his parents when he was 5 years
old. When Einstein was in bed all day from an
illness, his father gave him a compass. For
Einstein, it was a mysterious device that
sparked his curiosity in science. Soon after,
Einstein’s mother, who was a talented pianist,
gave Einstein a violin. These two gifts
challenged Einstein’s brain in distinctive ways
at just the right time.
Children’s brains develop in spurts called
critical periods. The first occurs around age 2,

This first critical period of brain development
begins around age 2 and concludes around
age 7. It provides a prime opportunity to lay
the foundation for a holistic education for
children. Four ways to maximize this critical
period include encouraging a love of
learning, focusing on breadth instead of
depth, paying attention to emotional
intelligence, and not treating young
children’s education as merely a precursor to
“real” learning.
ENCOURAGE A LOVE OF LEARNING
Young children need to enjoy the process of
learning instead of focusing on performance.
Educators and parents can emphasize the
joys of trying new activities and learning
something novel. We need to help children
understand that mistakes are a welcome,
normal part of learning.
This period is also the time to establish a
growth mindset—the belief that talents and
abilities are developed through effort instead
of being innately fixed. Educators should
avoid labeling children or making universal
statements about their ability. Even
compliments such as “You’re so smart” are
counterproductive. Instead, emphasize
persistence and create safe spaces for
learning. Children will learn to love learning if
we show enthusiasm over the process rather
than fixating on results.

FOCUS ON BREADTH, NOT DEPTH
One way to avoid focusing on results during
this phase of development is to emphasize
the breadth of skill development over depth.
Exposing children to a wide variety of
activities lays a foundation for developing
skills in a range of fields. This is the time to
engage children in music, reading, sports,
math, art, science, and languages.
In his book Range, David Epstein argues that
breadth of experience is often overlooked
and underappreciated. Focusing on
excellence in a single activity may be
appropriate at some point in life. But the
people who thrive in our rapidly changing
world are those who first learn how to draw
from multiple fields and think creatively and
abstractly. In other words, our society needs
well-rounded individuals.

emotions, educators can start asking
questions that encourage them to consider
others’ feelings.
One way to encourage care for others is to
include children in what adults do for others.
Even allowing young children to help with
chores can make them more helpful and
considerate people.
DON’T TREAT YOUNG CHILDREN’S
EDUCATION AS MERELY A PRECURSOR
TO “REAL” LEARNING
Children’s brains can uniquely absorb
information during this critical phase. If
intelligence is defined as the ability to learn,
children between the ages of 2 and 7 may
be the most intelligent humans on the
planet.

Research suggests that some skills cannot be
learned nearly as well after this first critical
period of brain development. For
example, research shows that children in this
age range are best suited to learn the
patterns of language development,
enabling them to master a second language
to the same level as a native language.
However, once children reach age 8, their
DON’T OVERLOOK EMOTIONAL
language learning proficiency decreases,
INTELLIGENCE
and second languages are not spoken as
well as native ones. The same age effect is
Yes, we want children to read well and learn found when learning musical abilities such as
the fundamentals of math. But we should not perfect pitch.
disregard emotional intelligence. The
advantages of learning during this first
It is noteworthy that Einstein’s parents did
critical period of brain development should
not enroll him in physics lessons—the field
extend to interpersonal skills such as
that would lead him to a Nobel Prize.
kindness, empathy, and teamwork.
Instead, Einstein’s father included him in his
work as an engineer. His mother signed him
Daniel Siegel and Tina Payne Bryson explain
up for violin lessons because she wanted him
the importance of developing children’s
to love and appreciate music. Both activities
empathy in their book The Whole-Brain Child. worked to develop his young mind
Empathy begins with acknowledging one’s
holistically. It is tempting to think of early
feelings. Therefore, they suggest helping
childhood education as a precursor to “real”
children in this age group to first label their
education. But these may be the years that
emotions (“I feel sad”) and then tell the story matter most.
about what made them feel that way (“I feel
sad because I wanted ice cream and you
said no”). Once children practice labeling
Well-roundedness is especially important for
children from ages 2 to 7. Their developing
brains are ready to soak in a wide range of
skill sets. This “sampling period,” as Epstein
calls it, is integral. This is the window during
which to develop children’s range. There is
plenty of time for them to specialize later.

Enjoy the season and stay safe everyone!

